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DITCH WITCH The Parts You Need-When You Need Them
We can guarantee the superior quality and performane of our parts because we design, test and manufacture each part to
provide optimal performance with its compatible equipment.  We are the ONLY underground equipment manufacture that 
does this.  Why?  Because we believe there is no such thing as an unimportant part.  And you can find a large inventory of
genuine Ditch Witch parts, for equipment new and old, at any of our four dealerships.  If we don’t have the part you need, we 
can get it fast - usually within 24 hours. 
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DITCH WITCH Expert Service
Our professional service technicians are factory-trained to know everything there is to know about Ditch Witch equipment
maintenance and repair.  When you trust your equipment with us, you can be certain it is in good hands.
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DITCH WITCH

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED AND TESTED BY DITCH WITCH

“You break it, we buy it.”  For one year.  No other drill pipe manufacture has 
this much confidence in the quality and strength of their rod.

You will recieve a 5% discount off list price of 15 sticks or more of lined drill 
rod.  We also offer special financing terms when using your Ditch Witch 
Underground Advantage Card.  Ask for details.

Buy the best for less and use less water, less mess, and less vacuum trips to
the dump!  Plus only our pipe matches your O.E.M. thread pattern.
We will match any competitive price on Un-Lined drill rod.  Bring us your
quote, we will match it with our 100% Genuine Ditch Witch Drill Rod!



Our patented manufacturing process produces the straightest, strongest pipe avail-
able. We are the only directional drill manufacturer that designs, tests and builds our 
own pipe to match the specifications of the rig.

Power Pipe® HD, Lined Fluid Miser®

New Ditch Witch® Forged HD Pipe®

JT9/922 ............
JT1220 .............
JT20/2020 ........
JT27M1 ............
JT25/30/3020 ...
JT40M1 ............
JT60 .................JT60 .................

JT5 ...................
JT9/922 ............
JT1220 .............
JT20/2020 ........
JT27M1 ............
JT25/30/3020 ...
JT40M1 ............JT40M1 ............
JT60 .................

JT5 ...................
JT9/JT10...........
JT1220 .............
JT20/2020 ........
JT27M1 ............
JT25/30/3020 ...
JT40M1 ............JT40M1 ............
JT60 .................

$257.25
$311.10
$335.00
$387.92
$387.92
$564.80
$710.00$710.00

$233.58
$235.87
$275.00
$295.00
$344.50
$344.50
$542.91$542.91
$645.00

N/A
$235.00
N/A

$372.75
$379.00
$379.00
N/N/A
N/A

*PRICES FOR OLDER STYLE DRILL RODS, AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

355-1150 ................................................................
401-239..................................................................
355-1107.................................................................
355-1111 ................................................................
355-1111 .................................................................
355-1211.................................................................
355-355-1100 ................................................................

355-1038 ................................................................
355-1149 ................................................................
355-1005 ................................................................
355-1106.................................................................
355-1094 ................................................................
355-1094.................................................................
355-1210.................................................................355-1210.................................................................
355-1079 ................................................................

N/A..........................................................................
355-1301 ................................................................
N/A..........................................................................
355-1246.................................................................
355-1244 ................................................................
355-1244.................................................................
N/A..........................................................................N/A..........................................................................
N/A..........................................................................

Power Pipe® HD, Unlined
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DITCH WITCH EZ CONNECT 
EZ Connect transition subs are designed to absorb stress that would otherwise be transmitted directly to the drill pipe, beacon
housings, and backreamers.  Manufactured with high-strength, low-alloy steel, our T-subs are heat treated and precision-gun-
drilled to produce maximum durability.  EZ Connects are a time and energy saving innovation developed by Ditch Witch to help
you easily and quickly remove the drill head or backramer without the need for heavy tools.  Simply remove one small bolt, slide
collar, and unscrew the drill head or backreammer by hand.
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DITCH WITCH Hawkeye
The Hawkeye™ HDD tooling connection features a breakthrough quick-threading tapered thread profile that compensates for 
wear, and has superior load-bearing and tensile load-carrying capabilities. Its unique design allows for easier flat alignment and 
lubrication. With a fast make-up and virtual elimination of cross-threading, Hawkeye is the new tooling connection leader.  

MODEL(S)                             PART #                            PRICE

JT9/922 ............................... 918-0736 ...................... $288.50
918-0715 Collar ............. $75.13
918-0618 Bolt ................ $14.97
918-0751 Adaptor........ $258.91

JT1220 ................................ 918-0738 ...................... $293.81
918-0715 Collar ............. $75.13918-0715 Collar ............. $75.13
918-0618 Bolt ................ $14.97
918-0751 Adaptor........ $258.91

JT20/2020 ........................... 918-2491 ....(Long)....... $541.52
918-2453 ....(Short)....... $414.43
918-2439 Collar ........... $158.72
918-0001 Bolt .................. $9.91
918-2407 Adaptor........ $332.76918-2407 Adaptor........ $332.76

JT25/30/3020 ...................... 918-3091 ....(Long)....... $852.95
918-3049 ....(Short)....... $559.08
918-3029 Collar ........... $188.29
918-0001 Bolt .................. $9.91
918-3024 Adaptor........ $376.83
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DITCH WITCH Power Housings
Ditch Witch Proline Series housings represent the top of the line Universal, Dirt, and HD Drill Housings in the world.  Our patent-
pending designed door slot technology has never had a failure in millions of hours of drilling time.  The side-load housing allows
the least amount of bent torque at the door in steering than any other housing.  This housing a shorter to allow quicker steering.
With the availability of the wide selection of Ditch Witch bits, this housing is a tough and versatile tool in your HDD Tool Box. 
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DITCH WITCH TRIHAWK HOUSINGS
The Ditch Witch Trihawk is an exceptionally versatile, durable and productive housing for directional drilling.  Available in four
sizes, the Trihawk HD housing is capatible with most Ditch Witch drills.  With it’s ultra heavy-duty and innovative and high-flow 
design, Trihawk has the power and volume necessary to also run mud motors and air hammers.  And, as drilling conditions
change, you can change tooling with maximum speed and security thanks to the housing’s square drive spline, one of Trihawk
HD housing’s many patented features.  Our boltless pinned-lid system provides outstanding protection for and easy removal of
your valuable electronics.  One year warranty and factory-rebuild programs demonstrate our unparralleled product support. your valuable electronics.  One year warranty and factory-rebuild programs demonstrate our unparralleled product support. 
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DITCH WITCH   TRIHAWK HOUSINGS 
Ditch Witch Trihawk is an exceptionally versatile, durable and productive housing for directional drilling.  Available with five inter-
changable bits, this Heavy-Duty system is your all in one setup for all formations.  With it’s innovative high-flow design, Trihawk
has the power and volume you necessary to also run mud motors and air hammers.  And, as drilling conditions change, you can
change the tooling with maximum speed and security thanks to the housing’s square drive spline, one of Trihawk HD housing’s
many patented features.  Patented boltless pinned-lid system provides outstanding protection for and easy removal of your
valuable electronicvaluable electronic’s.  One year warranty and factory-rebuild programs demonstrate Ditch Witch’s unparalleled product support.
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DITCH WITCH BITS
Ditch witch bits are optimized not only for the soils they work in but also for the drills that drive them.  So, you know that when 
you’re drilling with any Ditch Witch dril and bit, you’re  getting the level of performance that only comes from components truly
made for each other.  Ditch Witch bits are tested in real work conditions and engineered to outperform and especially outlast 
any competitor’s bit.  And they’re made with the optimal amount and placement of carbide to maximize performance and value. 
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DITCH WITCH BITS
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DITCH WITCH PULLING ACCESSORIES
Superior performance, competitively priced.

$153.53 $161.51 $181.53

$236.86 $317.68 $363.06

$453.83 $731.61

$156.52 $183.99 $233.10

$233.56 $317.60 $339.32
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DITCH WITCH PULLING ACCESSORIES

$456.55 $618.43 $731.80

$1,127.85 $1,710.69 $2,008.64

$54.49 $50.47 $62.32

$58.57 $70.65 $65.79

$78.20
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DITCH WITCH REAMERS
Ditch witch Backreamers ar the longest-lasting, must ruggedly built in the industry.They’re also the most flexible, designed to 
tackle the cutting and expanding requirements of extreme soile conditions like rock, chunk rock and cobble.
Our Backreamers are engineered to comply to Ditch Witch machine specs. Made by Ditch Witch, for Ditch Witch.
Featuring new, easy-to-adapt, API threads. Along with bolt-on swivel options for some of the styles. 
Larger Backreamers for the models shown and for larger models available upon request.
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DITCH WITCH REAMERS
Ditch witch Backreamers ar the longest-lasting, must ruggedly built in the industry.They’re also the most flexible, designed to 
tackle the cutting and expanding requirements of extreme soile conditions like rock, chunk rock and cobble.
Our Backreamers are engineered to comply to Ditch Witch machine specs. Made by Ditch Witch, for Ditch Witch.
Featuring new, easy-to-adapt, API threads. Along with bolt-on swivel options for some of the styles. 
Larger Backreamers for the models shown and for larger models available upon request.
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PULLING ACCESSORIES
We offer a variety of pulling accessories. If you need 2-leg, 3-leg, 4-leg slings, or special pull tabs, depending on the bit
you’re using. Slings with more legs, or larger cable thicknesses are available as special order. Just give us a call.
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DITCH WITCH SAVER SUBS 
Your saver sub will make up to every joint of pipe on every job. So replace it every time you change your drill pipe. 
But don’t accept imitations. Trust the only saver subs guaranteed to deliver genuine Ditch Witch performance. 
Made of high-grade steel, our solid, one-piece units are engineered with the same proprietary gauges used on all 
Ditch Witch drill string components. Don’t see your model? Give us a call. Non-Current models are still available, just
not listed here.

MODEL                                        PART #                                              PRICE
JT5 ............................................ 300-7827 ........................................ $236.39
                                                    105-892 BOLTS (6) ............................. $ .91
           155-792 O-RING ................................. $ .30
JT9/922 COARSE THREAD...... 300-7767 ........................................ $262.32
           106-081 BOLTS (6) ............................ $1.76
                 157-019 O-RING ................................. $ .77
JT922 FINE THREAD ............... 300-2340 ........................................ $244.80
           106-081 BOLTS (6) ............................ $1.76
           157-019 O-RING ................................. $ .77
JT1220 ...................................... 400-604 .......................................... $442.02
           106-642 BOLTS (6) ............................ $1.90
           157-019 O-RING ................................. $ .77
JT20/2020 ................................. 400-905 .......................................... $469.20JT20/2020 ................................. 400-905 .......................................... $469.20
           106-642 BOLTS (8) ............................ $1.90
           157-019 O-RING ................................. $ .77
JT30/3020 ................................. 400-1223 ........................................ $708.90
           106-478 BOLTS (8) ............................ $1.40
           157-019 O-RING ................................. $ .77
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DITCH WITCH SAVER LOK
Our most advanced saver sub, the SaverLok System provides the tightest connection and best protection against wear 
and tear on your drill pipe and drive system. The SaverLok System is quick and easy to install and replace. 
No special tools are required and—here’s the best part—no overnight downtime for your rig is necessary. A few minutes 
are all you need to get up and running. A kit might even be available to change your current Saver Sub driven unit, to a 
New and Improved Saver Lok! Just give us a call.

MODEL                                        PART # (comes with pins & o-ring)   PRICE

JT20/2020 ................................. 400-1634 ........................................ $303.45
           
JT25/30/3020 ............................ 400-2037 ........................................$481.95

JT60 .......................................... 400-2150 ........................................ $909.30
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PULL BACK SWIVELS 
We offer a variety of swivels to meet any job or budget.

DITCH WITCH SWIVELS

VALUE DUB SWIVELS

SIZE                           PART NUMBER                                 PRICE
5,000LB DUB ................ 185-935 .................................... $458.29
12,000LB CLEVIS/TAB . 368-513 .................................... $717.03
20,000LB CLEVIS/TAB . 368-634 .................................... $957.96
20,000LB 30KCLEVIS/20KTAB . 369-712 .................................. $957.96

SIZE                           PART NUMBER                                 PRICE
10,000LB 2.0” THICK ... 08190420 .................................. $581.13
20,000LB 2.5” THICK ... 08190425 .................................. $746.13
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Drillers need supplies when out on the job. Ditch Witch provides our drillers with the supplies they need. If it’s Environmentally
Friendly rod grease, Copper grease. Oring kits, rod wipers, pipe guides, grippers for your drill rods or maybe the jaws.
We have also provided part numbers and quantities needed for some of those wearable parts needed on your drills.
Saving you the time of having to check your parts manual. Don’t see your model? Give us a call.

WRENCH JAWS

PIPE GUIDES

PIPE GRIPPERS

MODEL                              PART #                             PRICE(ea)
JT5 ................................... 375-1029 (4) ......................... $32.70
JT922/9/10 COARSE ........357-222 (4) ........................... $24.48
JT922 FINE ...................... 300-1995 (4) ......................... $19.33
JT1220 ............................. 357-222 (4) ........................... $24.48
JT20/2020 ........................ 357-222 (4) ........................... $24.48
JT25/30/3020 ................... 375-1126 (4) ......................... $71.60JT25/30/3020 ................... 375-1126 (4) ......................... $71.60
JT60 ................................. 375-1132 (4) ........................$105.50

MODEL                              PART #                             PRICE(ea)
JT5 ................................... 362-0029 (4) ......................... $21.18
JT9/922 COARSE ............ 362-0028 (4) ......................... $19.17
JT922 FINE ...................... 362-1057 (4) ......................... $25.57
JT1220 ............................. 362-0028 (4) ......................... $19.17
JT20/2020 ........................ 362-1811 (4) ......................... $26.44
JT25/30/3020 ................... 362-2569 (4) ......................... $70.61JT25/30/3020 ................... 362-2569 (4) ......................... $70.61
JT60 ................................. 362-0002 (4) ....................... $122.16

MODEL                              PART #                             PRICE(ea)
JT1220 ............................. 315-739 (4) ........................... $20.45
         315-740 (2) ........................... $14.38
JT20/2020......................... 362-1794 (4) ........................... $5.41
         362-1795 (2) ........................... $3.63
JT30/3020 ........................ 118-492 (2) ........................... $76.02
              300-4075 (2) ......................... $76.69
JT25 ................................. 307-769 (2) ........................... $43.18
         313-487 (2) ........................... $33.22
JT60 ................................. 362-1743 (2) ......................... $62.09
         362-1744 (2) ......................... $41.33NOT ALL PIPE GRIPPERS LOOK THE SAME, IMAGE MAY VARY

DITCH WITCH ACCESSORIES 
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Drillers need supplies when out on the job. Ditch Witch provides our drillers with the supplies they need. If it’s Environmentally
Friendly rod grease, Copper grease. Oring kits, rod wipers, pipe guides, grippers for your drill rods or maybe the jaws.
We have also provided part numbers and quantities needed for some of those wearable parts needed on your drills.
Saving you the time of having to check your parts manual. Don’t see your model? Give us a call.

THREAD GREASE

ROD WIPERS

O-RING KITS

TYPE                                  PART #                                   PRICE
ENV. FRIENDLY (white)... 256-1005 ............................... $87.59
COPPER STANDARD ..... 259-858 ................................. $84.26
COPPER TUBES ............. 256-663 .................................. $7.00

MODEL                              PART #                             PRICE(ea)
JT5 ................................... 116-515 ................................. $23.55
JT9/922 ............................ 149-578 ................................. $83.73
JT1220 ............................. 149-974 ................................. $90.48
JT20/2020 ........................ 149-973 ..................................$96.14
JT25/30/3020 ................... 149-973 ..................................$96.14
JT60 ................................. 117-627 ............................... $212.16JT60 ................................. 117-627 ............................... $212.16

PART #                                                       PRICE
190-051 SMALL ........................................ $38.04

190-052 LARGE ...................................... $197.88

DITCH WITCH ACCESSORIES 
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got mud?got mud?
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3. INSTA-VIS™ PLUS (after drilling fluid has completely 
yielded)
   0.50 qts per 100 gallons of drilling fluid

4. DRILL-TERGE™ (after polymer has been fully blended 
into the system)
   2.00 to 3.00 qts per 100 gallons of drilling fluid

3. REL PAC™ XTRA-LOW (Mix at high shear thru a 
venturi hopper to avoid fish eyes, clumping, and waste) 
   Add 0.5–1.5 lbs per 100 gallons of existing drilling fluid.

4. SUSPEND-IT™ (after polymer has been fully blended 
into the system)
   2.00 lbs per 100 gallons of drilling fluid

4. DRILL-TERGE™ (after polymer has been fully blended 
into the system)
   2.00 to 3.00 qts per 100 gallons of drilling fluid

5. CLAY CUTTER™ (after drilling fluid has completely 
yielded) 14.00 ozs per 100 gallons (Liquid) or 1 to 2 
pounds (23 ozs = 1 pound) per 1000 gallons (Dry)

3. INSTA-VIS DRY™ (after drilling fluid has completely 
yielded)
   0.50 TO 3 lbs per 100 gallons of drilling fluid
   *Mix for 10 to 15 minutes to hydrate.

4. CLAY CUTTER™ (after drilling fluid has completely 
yielded) 14.00 ozs per 100 gallons (Liquid) or 1 to 2 
pounds (23 ozs = 1 pound) per 1000 gallons (Dry)pounds (23 ozs = 1 pound) per 1000 gallons (Dry)

3. REL PAC™ XTRA-LOW (Mix at high shear thru a 
venturi hopper to avoid fish eyes, clumping, and waste) 
   Add 0.5–1.5 lbs per 100 gallons of existing drilling fluid.

4. SUSPEND-IT™ (after polymer has been fully blended 
into the system)
   0.50 lbs per 100 gallons of drilling fluid

3. REL PAC™ XTRA-LOW (Mix at high shear thru a 
venturi hopper to avoid fish eyes, clumping, and waste) 
   Add 0.5–1.5 lbs per 100 gallons of existing drilling fluid.

4. SUSPEND-IT™ (after polymer has been fully blended 
into the system)
   0.50 lbs per 100 gallons of drilling fluid
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got mud?got mud?
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*Prices are plus sales tax. Pricing shown is for AHPP and CAT model setups.

Northern California     Central California     Southern California
  800-510-6262           800-350-2595           800-491-9004

 www.ditchwitchwest.com



“We Get Crews Ready”
DITCH WITCH CERTIFIED TRAINING



DITCH WITCH CERTIFIED TRAINING
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DITCH WITCH WEST 

CONTACTS 
        24/7

So Cal Corona:______________________________951.735.7510

So Cal San Diego:___________________________619.448.0770

Nor Cal Newark:____________________________510.657.5722

Nor Cal Sacramento:_______________________916.371.6000

Central Cal Fowler:_________________________559.834.3998

Northwest Portland:________________________503.286.6400

NoNorthwest Tukwila:_________________________206.995.8420

Northwest Spokane:________________________509.536.7300

Northwest Billings:_________________________406.252.7667

Steve Jergentz, GM Northwest Division:___503.784.6736
                                 sjergentz@ditchwitchwest.com 

Mike Anderson, GM California Division:____510.773.8851  
                              manderson@ditchwitchwest.com 



Ditch Witch West Central California
7323 E. Manning Ave
Fowler CA 93625

800-350-2595 Toll Free
559-834-3998 Phone
559-834-5751 Fax

Ditch Witch West Southern California
1201 E 6th Street
Corona CA 92879

800-491-9004 Toll Free
951-735-7510 Phone
951-735-8480 Fax

Ditch Witch West Bay Area
8240 Enterprise Drive

Newark, California  94560
800-510-6262 Toll Free
510-657-5722 Phone
510-657-5783 Fax

Ditch Witch West El Cajon
349 S. Marshall Ave
El Cajon CA 92020
619-448-0770 Phone
619-448-0776 Fax

866-382-3686
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